
Sully ES field’s line setting instructions 
This process can take about 30 to 45 minutes, plan accordingly. 

In Equipment Shed:  
Find Field lining machine, should be just inside door to the left:  

It should have attached to it the following: 
❖ Orange reel w/string,  
❖ Field base tool,  
❖ Small brush,  
❖ Pitching circle tool w/string,  
❖ Pole to use for marking distance of pitching circle. 

There is a red bucket with marking dust/chalk in it,  
use it to fill lining machine only half way (its marked) 

 

While moving machine to the field, please lean machine back on back wheels. (Otherwise, you will leave a trail of dust behind you). 

At fields 1 & 2, there is a batter’s box template in the home dugout. It folds, it is 
marked which side goes where, align handle next to home plate. 

Either step on template, or use pole from chalking machine to mark inside and 
outside of template. Do same to other side of home plate. 

Use Chalking machine to lay down line between marks. 

Next is to use orange reel w/string, place spike into ground at apex point at back of 

home plate, run string along 3rd base line to grass area.  

String should lay next to outside edge of 3rd base as straight as you can make it. Use lining machine to run a chalk line on 

the inside side of the playing field, with string on left. All the way to the outfield grass.  

Then move string to 1st base side. Place string again on outside side of 1st base, in-between the safety base and 1st base. 

This time run a line from home plate area to 1st base with the string on right hand side of chalk line. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Next and last up is pitching circle. Take template with attached string, place template over pitching plate, attach string to 
pole, and make a circle. This should be a 16-foot diameter, with an 8-foot radius, circle with the plate in the middle.  
Use lining machine to make a chalk circle line. 

Wind up string reel, replace tools on the lining machine and return to shed. 

If you are attempting to just 
refresh the lines for a 2nd  
or later game. 
Use the smaller lining 
machine, it is much easier to 
use for touch ups to existing 
lines. It can be found in the 
shed near the door. 

Ultimate Goal                              Total Failure 
 

Spike string into ground              Make sure       String edge should be.  
at base of home plate              foul line is         on side of chalk line  
                                                                                   below base             not over it  
 


